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The current situation of social safety is severe in our country, and its 
improvement relies on the emphasis on researches about a new public safety 
countermeasure pattern under the condition of market economy. Though some 
marketing public safety countermeasures have come into existence in our country, due 
to many reasons, especially the lagging legal guarantee, they are not well developed. 
Under this circumstance, this thesis sets forth from how to establish complete legal 
guarantee for marketing public safety countermeasures to push forward their 
development for the purpose of providing more qualified services for the society. 
The thesis consists of three parts: introduction, main body and conclusion, and 
the main body is divided into four chapters. The first chapter is a summary of 
marketing public safety countermeasures, which expounds its concept, necessity and 
theoretical references. The second chapter is about the types of marketing public 
safety countermeasures. Because their various patterns result from different mainstays, 
it is necessary to make sure the specific patterns so that proper legal guarantee would 
be provided accordingly. The third chapter is on the current legal guarantee for 
marketing public safety countermeasures, having findings and making analyses on 
insufficiency in relevant legal systems so that a reference would be presented for 
bettering future legal guarantee. The fourth chapter is on improvement of legal 
guarantee for marketing public safety countermeasures. Based on the analyses of 
Chapter 3, combining the characteristics of modern market economy and aiming at 
specific patterns of various marketing public safety countermeasures, different legal 
guarantee proposals are presented respectively. 
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